Abstract. This paper is a continuation of the author's paper Cyclic vectors and irreducibility for principal series representations. In this paper the nonunitary principal series is studied. Using a theorem of Kostant, a sufficient condition is found for irreducibility of nonunitary principal series representations.
1. Introduction. This paper is a continuation of the analysis of Wallach [6] of the principal series of representations using results of Kostant [4] , [5] . In this paper we apply our techniques to get conditions leading to irreducibility for nonunitary principal series representations.
Our main new tool is Theorem 2.1 of this paper (which we think is new) which says (in essence) that if a representation (n, H) of a semisimple group G (not necessarily unitary) has the same character as an infinitesimally irreducible representation of G, (ttj, H') then (n, H) and fa, H') are infinitesimally equivalent. We apply this result to the nonunitary principal series by using Harish-Chandra's computation of the characters of the nonunitary principal series (see [2] , and Theorem 3.1 in this paper).
We are indebted to Professor B. Kostant for giving us access to the manuscript of [5] .
A result on characters.
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center. Let Kbe a maximal compact subgroup of G. Let K be the set of all equivalence classes of irreducible finite-dimensional representations of K. A representation (n, H) of G on a separable Hubert space (a representation will mean a continuous representation, that is, the map g,f\->n(g)f of GxH to H is continuous) is said to be admissible if
(1) as a Â"-representation, (n, H) is unitary, (2) as a ^-representation, H splits into a direct sum H= 2ye¿ Hy where Hy is a direct sum of my copies of an element of y in K and my i Cdy where dy is the dimension of any element of y. is finite and independent of the basis {</<"} « , > is the Hubert space inner product on TT). 0" is called the character of (tt, TT).
Following Harish-Chandra we define, for y e Ê, the function p,(g) = tr E?Tr(g)E?
where Ey : TT -> Hy is the orthogonal projection. We note that if xy is the character of y e K then
where dk is normalized Haar measure on K.
Lemma 2.1. If(Tix, TT1) and {tt2, TT2) are admissible representations of G so that ©Bl = ®k2 then, for each yet, fâi = <f>"y<¡.
Proof. Suppose for some y e K, <pyi-<f>ft = <f>^0. Then there is fie C™(G) so that Jo 4>(s)f(s) dg¥"0. Setting f'(x) = dy (K xr(k)fi(k~1x) dk a computation shows that ®jil(f')-®nff') = l </>(g)f(g) dg. This contradiction yields the result.
If (tt, TT) is admissible let HF be the algebraic direct sum of the TTr Then HF is the space of all/e TT so that Tr(K)fis contained in a finite-dimensional subspace of TT. Theorem 2.1. Let (ttx, H1) and (tt2, TT2) be admissible representations of G. Suppose that (ttx, TT1) is infinitesimally irreducible and that 0Sl = 0"2. Then (ttx, TT1) and (tt2, TT2) are infinitesimally equivalent. 
Then IF¡ is a £/(g)-submodule of C" (6) and is equivalent to a subquotient of HF. LetW=Wx+---+ W,. Let Wi = 2'k = i Wk. Let ßy: IF> -* W'/Wi + 1 be the natural map.
By hypothesis IFn F^(0). Suppose that Ker ßi|wnv = (0). Then W n V as a C/(g)-module is equivalent to a subquotient of Wx, hence IF n F is equivalent to a subquotient of a subquotient of HF. Now for some 7, Pj(W n F)^(O). Thus Fy(IFn V)=Vj since F, is irreducible. But V, is equivalent to F/¿. Thus HF is equivalent to a quotient of a subquotient of a subquotient of //f. But as ^-repré-sentations HF and HF are equivalent. Hence HF is equivalent to F/| as a (7(g)-representation. Thus if Ker Qx\wnv = fa the theorem is proved.
Otherwise Zj = Ker ßi|WnV^(0). Z^ W2 n V. If Ker ß2|Zl=0 then applying to the argument above we see that Hi and H2 are equivalent as {/^-representations. Otherwise Z2 = Ker (ß2|Zl)^0, Z2<= W3 n V. Continuing this process we either prove the theorem or after /-1 stages we find W, n F#(0). But then for some 7, Pj(Wt n F)^(O). Thus a quotient of W¡ n F is equivalent to Hj. But Wt n Fis equivalent to a subquotient of HF. Thus noting that as ^-representations HF and TTf are equivalent we have completely proved the theorem.
Note. The condition (1) of admissibility can be removed and the formula (*) can be used to define E* for a representation satisying (2). If i e M, v e ac we define an admissible representation of G, (7rä>v, TTí,v) as follows :
(1) Hiv is the space of all measurable functions,/, from G to TT,« so that (i) f(gman) = ^(m)~1e~Hloeaf(g) (log: A -> a is the universe to exp: a -> A).
(ii) ¡K\\f(k)\\2dk<^, (2) (^Mo)f)(g)=f(gô1g).
It is easy to see that (n-{>v, H(-v) is an admissible representation of G (indeed Frobenius reciprocity implies condition (2) of admissibility).
Let 0{>v be the character of (t7{v, H(-v). (cf. Helgason [3] ). The result is an immediate consequence of (1).
4. Extendible representations of M. We retain the notation of §3. We assume that G is a linear Lie group. Let 6 be the Cartan involution of G corresponding to K. Let TV= 6(N). If V is a finite-dimensional G-module and H is a subgroup of G define VH = {v e V | « • v = v for all « e TT}.
We say that £ e AT is extendible if there is a finite-dimensional irreducible Gmodule, V, so that as an M-representation VN is in £. V is called an extension of f.
In Wallach [6] we proved Let f e M; then by Theorem 4.1 there is s e W(A) so that Is is extendible. Let V be an extension of £s. In Wallach [6] it was shown that if V* is the contragradient representation to V, then VN is equivalent to {V*N)* as an MA module. If ve V define a{v){g) e{V*N)* = H(° by cc{v)(g)(p.) = p(g-1v). Let aeA,veVN, Xea* be defined by a-v = eMloga)v. Then it is easy to see that a{v){gman) = {(m)-1e-Mloga)a(v)(g) (see Wallach [6] ). This proves the result.
If veac define lv{g) = exp[-v{H{g))} for g eG. Let lveHu\
If f e M let í2? = {Aea*| Kw *((>)}. [6] . The following result is a slight refinement of Theorem 3.3 of Wallach [6] . Proof. The multiplicity if fr in Vn~r is 1 in each of the above cases (1) or (2). «^ = 1 and m^=\ for all <f> e A + (=A? ). Thus Theorem 5.1 combined with Theorem 4.3 implies that //«*.«<»-'»+« is irreducible. Since 0{>v = 0í.fS(v_í)+í, Theorem 2.1 implies the result.
